EU Support in Jordan

€2.1 billion is the total EU assistance to Jordan since 2011.

Over 163,000 refugee children have received education in public schools and kindergartens.

660,000 Syrian refugees have received monthly transfers to cover their basic needs (health, food, rent).

Over 100,000 Syrian refugees had access to health services.

Eesra Fathallah
Syrian refugee in Jordan

“I like the feeling of the pencil in my hand when I draw. My ambition is to become a professional fashion designer.”

This is the ‘Happy Walls’ initiative, part of the QUDRA project which increases social cohesion and dialogue between Syrian refugees and local community children.

Eesra is one of the over 655,000 Syrian refugees registered in Jordan (UNHCR, 31/01/2019).
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EU SUPPORT IN JORDAN

**BILATERAL ASSISTANCE TO JORDAN**

€812 million

Focusing on:
- Regional stability and security
- Socio-economic development, growth and job creation
- Democratic governance, rule of law and human rights

**HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE**

€360 million

The EU responds to the most urgent needs of Syrians in Jordan focusing on:
- Assistance to cover basic needs
- Access to healthcare
- Legal aid to facilitate civil and status regularisation
- Protection kits against winter conditions

**RESILIENCE ASSISTANCE**

€959 million

The EU creates perspectives for both Syrians and Jordanians in the long term by:
- Supporting Jordan’s macro-economic stability and promoting job creation, notably through facilitating trade with the EU
- Supporting Jordan in delivering access to improved education, health and water services
- Addressing the needs of refugees and Jordanians through the **EU Regional Trust Fund in Response to the Syrian Crisis**

*These amounts do not include all the contributions from the EU Member States.*